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The general approah has a similar spirit as that in [10℄. We also lassify thearrays and subarrays into types. In the multidimensional ase, however, thereare many kinds of subarrays with a short type (having length 2) that are diÆultto partition (whereas in a twodimensional ase there is only one kind of suhsubarrays). As previously, we also have to onsider arbitrarily large subarrays i.e.having arbitrarily long type. Fortunately subarrays that are diÆult to partitiondisplay a regular struture that an be handled by appropriate linear programs.Curiously, linear programs desribing large diÆult subarrays disintegrate intosmall linear programs that an be treated independently and in this respetthey are muh easier to analyze than linear programs desribing large diÆultsubarrays in a twodimensional version, where they annot be deomposed intosmall linear programs.Organization of the paper In Setion 2 we give some basi notions and nota-tion. In Setion 3 we introdue the notion of a simple subarray and show the wayin whih we use linear programs. In Setion 4 we de�ne the lassi�ation intotypes of arrays and subarrays and show whih subarrays having short type arediÆult to partition. In Setion 5 we give the algorithm and prove its orretness.Also in that setion Lemma 7 explains why large linear programs disintegrateinto smaller ones.2 PreliminariesLet M denote the value of the element(s) of maximal weight in A and w(S) theweight of a subarray S.In any partition of A, learly, at least one retangle must have weight greateror equalW = maxfw(A)p ;Mg. ThusW is a simple lower bound for the maximumretangle weight in an optimal solution.For onveniene sake we an resale the arrayA by dividing all its elements byW and thus assume that we deal only with arrays of elements from the interval[0; 1℄ and that the lower bound on the optimal solution is equal to 1.To represent subarrays we will use the notation [a1; b1℄�[a2; b2℄�: : :�[ad; bd℄.Individual elements will be represented by (a1; a2; : : : ; ad).De�nition 1. We say that the array or subarray is �-partitioned if it is parti-tioned into retangles having weight not greater than �. If we additionally requirethat the number of tiles used does not exeed bw(A) (dw(A)e, resp.) then we saythat the array is well �-partitioned (nearly well �-partitioned, resp.).From [7℄ we haveFat 1 If we partition the input array A into a number of disjoint subarraysA1; : : : ; Al; Al+1 and well �-partition eah Ai(1 � i � l) and nearly well �-partition Al+1, then we will get the solution within � of the optimal one.De�nition 2. A slie in dimension f of an array or a subarray is its subarrayonsisting of the elements having the same index in dimension f .From now on, we will assume that � = d+22 .



3 Simple Subarrays, Their Complexity and DiÆultyThe key role in the analysis of the possible partitions is played by simple subar-rays, into whih we will appropriately deompose A.De�nition 3. Let � � �.A subarray S is alled �-simple (or simple if we know whih � we mean) if inevery dimension there exists one slie that separates two subarrays, eah havingweight less than � (i.e. S is a disjoint sum of two subarrays having weight lessthan � and the slie). The element that is the ommon part of all the separatingslies of a simple subarray is alled its enter.Suppose we have a simple subarray S [a1; b1℄� [a2; b2℄� : : :� [ad; bd℄ that hasa enter (1; 2; : : : ; d). � is arbitrary.In eah of the dimensions S an have omplexity 0; 1 or 2. In dimension iit has omplexity 0 i� ai = i = bi, it has omplexity 1 i� ai = i < bi orai < i = bi and it has omplexity 2 i� ai < i < bi. The overall omplexity ofS is the sum of its omplexities in all dimensions.One of the interpretations of the omplexity is reeted in the following fat.Fat 2 If we have a simple subarray S that has omplexity p and ut o� oneretangle that ontains only its enter, then the rest of S an be overed by pretangles and no fewer.Proof. We an do it as follows. In the �rst step: if a1 < 1 we ut o� a retangle[a1; 1 � 1℄� [a2; b2℄� : : :� [ad; bd℄ and also if b1 > 1 a retangle [1 + 1; b1℄�[a2; b2℄� : : :� [ad; bd℄.In the ith step (i � d): if ai < bi - a retangle [1; 1℄� [2; 2℄� : : :� [i�1; i�1℄�[ai; i�1℄�: : : [ad; bd℄ and if ai > bi a retangle [1; 1℄�[2; 2℄�: : :�[i�1; i�1℄�[i + 1; bi℄� : : : [ad; bd℄.We will use vetors v = (v1; v2; : : : ; vd) suh that vif�1; 1; 0; 2g to pointertain subarrays of S. Namely, we will say that v uts o� a subarray [a01; b01℄�[a02; b02℄� : : :� [a0d; b0d℄, where [a0i; b0i℄ = [i; i℄ if vi = 0,[a0i; b0i℄ = [i; bi℄ if vi = 1,[a0i; b0i℄ = [ai; i℄ if vi = �1,[a0i; b0i℄ = [ai; bi℄ if vi = 2.Of ourse, it does not make muh sense to put vi = �1 if ai = i or vi = 1when i = bi. Therefore we will say that v is valid if in every dimension i itholds: if vi = �1, then ai < i, if vi = 1, then i < bi and if vi = 2, thenai < i < bi.Let jvj =P jvij.A subarray is going to be desribed asm-diÆult if it annot be �-partitionedinto m retangles.Lemma 1. A simple subarray S that has omplexity p is m-diÆult i� everyvetor v suh that jvj = p�m+1 uts o� a subarray having weight greater than�.



Proof. If some vetor v suh that jvj = p � m + 1 uts o� a subarray havingweight at most �, then we an �-partition S by taking one retangle ut o� byv and overing the rest of S by m � 1 retangles of weight less than � in theway similar as that in the proof of Fat 2. We are able to do so, beause in eahdimension i a separating slie plaed in i separates two subarrays having weightless than �.In the other diretion. Suppose we have some �-partition of S into m ret-angles. We an show that one of them must ontain a retangle that is ut o�by a valid vetor v suh that jvj � p�m+ 1.We an alulate the minimal weight of simple subarrays that are m-diÆultusing linear programming.Let us explain it by an example. Suppose we have a 3-diÆult simple 5� 5array A, whose enter is (3; 3). Then the distribution of weight on this array anbe desribed by the following arrayx1 x2 x3x4 s x5x6 x7 x8where s denotes the weight of the enter, x2 = a1;3 + a2;3; x7 = a4;3 + a5;3 andx1 = a1;1+a1;2+a2;1+a2;2 and the remaining variables denote analogous sumsof elements.The omplexity of array A is 4 and by Lemma 1 we know that eah vetorv, suh that jvj = 2 uts o� a retangle of weight greater than �. Hene, thelower bound on the minimal weight of A is the solution to the following linearprogram.minimize s+P8i=1 xisubjet to s � 1s+ x1 + x2 + x4 � �s+ x2 + x3 + x5 � �s+ x5 + x7 + x8 � �s+ x4 + x6 + x7 � �s+ x2 + x7 � �s+ x4 + x5 � �Let us notie that in estimating the lower bound of this subarray we an useonly �ve variables s; x2; x4; x5 and x7 and without loss of generality assume thatvariables x1; x3; x6 and x8 are equal to 0. It is so beause if the array, whoseweight is distributed as above is 3-diÆult, then so is the array, whose weightis distributed as follows, beause all of the inequalities from the above linearprogram are satis�ed as well.0 x2 + x12 + x32 0x4 + x12 + x62 s x5 + x32 + x820 x7 + x62 + x82 0



We an generalize this reasoning and state the following lemma.Lemma 2. The minimal weight of a simple m-diÆult subarray S of omplexityp is greater than the solution of the following linear programminimize s+Ppi=1 xisubjet to s � 1s+ xi1 + xi2 + : : :+ xip�m+1 � �for all 1 � i1 < i2 < : : : < ip�m+1 � pand thus it is greater than 1 + p ��1p�m+1 .Proof. Similarly as above we an assume that the weight of the whole subarrayis onentrated in p elements and the enter (i.e. only those elements are non-zero) and by Lemma 1 the weight of every retangle ut o� by a vetor v suhthat jvj = p�m+1 is greater than �. One an easily hek that the sum of thevariables in the above linear program is minimal when all the inequalities aresatis�ed with equality and thus when s = 1 and x1 = x2 = : : : = xp = ��1p�m+1 :We will say that an element (e1; e2; : : : ; ed) is a satellite of the enter if thereexists exatly one i suh that ei 6= i. Using this terminology we an say that theweight of a simplem-diÆult subarray is minimal when its weight is onentratedin its enter and the p satellites of the enter.4 BloksWe look at the array A as a sequene of its slies in dimension one, whih will bealled sheets.We will distinguish two lasses of them: those with weight at least 1(>-sheets) and those with weight less than 1 ( <-sheets). In [6℄ we have analogousnotions of <- and >-olumns whih atually are slies in a twodimensional array.There we have:Lemma 3 ([6℄).1. A >-olumn an be well 2-partitioned.2. A subarray onsisting solely of <-olumns having weight at least 1 an bewell 2-partitioned.This remains true in the ase of <-sheets and �-partitioning. Therefore we annotie that a group of adjaent <-sheets an be treated like a single >-olumnif its overall weight is at least 1 (<-sheets are elements of a >-olumn) andthus an be not only �-partitioned but even well 2-partitioned and otherwiselike a single <-sheet (its elements are the sums of the appropriate elements of<-sheets). Without loss of generality we will assume that every array onsistsof alternating <- and >-sheets and begins and ends with a <-sheet. It willsometimes be ahieved by inserting arti�ial sheets of weight 0.Further we are going to identify more lasses of sheets.



De�nition 4. For every natural number m, a sheet of type m, also referred toas an m-sheet, denotes a >-sheet having weight from the interval [m;m+ 1).The type of an array or a subarray is going to be desribed by the typesof its sheets given in the order of their ourrene. A sheet of type m will berepresented by a natural number m and a <-sheet by a symbol �. The type ofa subarray or an array will be given in the form (�)m1 �m2 : : : �mn(�). In thealgorithm the array A will be proessed from the leftmost sheet to the rightmostone, however not ompletely in the sheet-wise manner but in the blok-wise one.A blok is a subarray of type �m. Among bloks of type �mwe will distinguishtwo sublasses:{ m - simple subarrays that an be �-partitioned into m retangles{ tm - simple subarrays that annot be �-partitioned into m retanglesNow we will show some appliations of Lemma 2.Lemma 4. Every simple >-sheet an be well �-partitioned.Proof. The omplexity of a simple >-sheet is at most 2d� 2. Suppose its weightfalls in the interval [m;m+ 1), whih means that if we want to well �-partitionit we an use at most m retangles. From Lemma 2 we know that a simple >-sheet that annot be �-partitioned into m retangles has weight greater than1+(2d�2) d22d�m�1 . One an easily hek that 1+(2d�2) d22d�m�1 < m+1 holdsonly for m 2 (d� 1; d). Therefore a simple >-sheet that annot be �-partitionedinto m retangles has weight greater than m+ 1.As every >-sheet S an be easily deomposed into simple >-sheets, we anwell �-partition S by well �-partitioning eah simple >-sheet separately.Corollary 1. Every >-sheet an be well �-partitioned.This means that if the array onsisted solely of >-sheets we would have avery easy d+22 -approximation for d-dimensional arrays. Also, bloks of type man be from the de�nition well �-partitioned (beause they ontain an m-sheetthat has weight from the interval [m;m+1) and thus for well �-partitioning weare allowed to use m retangles). Let us now examine whih bloks of type tman be well �-partitioned and whih annot.The omplexity of a blok of type tm is at most 2d�1. Therefore by Lemma2, its weight is greater than 1 + (2d � 1) d22d�m . Next we solve the followinginequality 1 + (2d� 1) d22d�m � m+ 1and get that it is true for m 2 [d �pd=2; d +pd=2℄. Thus, for the above m,bloks of type tm an be well �-partitioned, beause in this ase we an usem+1retangles and from Lemma 4 anm-sheet an be well partitioned (we use at mostm retangles for it) and we use 1 retangle for a <-sheet. If m falls outside theabove interval, then bloks of type m indeed annot be well �-partitioned. Thismeans that if we want to get an �-approximation we annot restrit ourselves tosubarrays onsisting of only 2 sheets but are fored to examine larger subarrays.



5 AlgorithmWe will proess the array in the blok-wise manner starting from the leftmost.As we have seen in the previous setion, some bloks of type tm annot be well�-partitioned. Therefore, if we enounter suh a blok, we will extend it to theneighbouring one and see whether they together an be well �-partitioned. If itstill turns out impossible, we will extend it further until the subarray �nally anbe well �-partitioned or we have reahed the end of the array. In the other asewe will be allowed to nearly well �-partition the subarray.If a subarray S onsists only of simple bloks, then its type T has the form�1m1 �2m2 : : : �kmk, where eah �i denotes either or t. To types of this formwe will asribe a natural number N(T ):N(T ) = kXi=1 mi + kXi=1 [�i = t℄� 1:Thus, if T = t4, then N(T ) = 4 and if T = t4 t 3, then N(T ) = 8.A subarray that is not simple is omplex. In the algorithm we will hekwhether a given blok is 1-simple.We say that two elements (e1; e2; : : : ; ed) and (e01; e02; : : : ; e0d) oinide if thereexists at least one i suh that ei = e0i.S := ;while extension of S to the next blok possibleextend S to the next blokif S is a blok of type m, well �-partition it, elseif S ends with a omplex blok, well �-partition S as shown in Lemma 14 elseif S of type T has weight at least N(T ) + 1, well �-partition S as shown in Lemma 5, elseif S ontains a subarray of type m that an be �-partitionedinto m� 1 retangles or a subarray of type mt that an be�-partitioned into m retangles, then well �-partition S as shown in Lemma 12, elseif the enters of some two neighbouring bloks oinide, well�-partition S as shown in Lemma 13nearly-well-�-partition S together with the last <-sheet.In the algorithm if S ends with a omplex blok, then it is relegated for well�-partitioning to Lemma 14. Therefore, if S has to be extended, then we knowthat it onsists solely of simple bloks.Lemma 5. If subarray S of type T onsists only of simple bloks and its weightis at least N(T ) + 1, then we an well �-partition it.Proof. We an do it by �-partitioning eah blok of type tm intom+1 retangles(m retangles for an m-sheet and one for a sheet denoted by t) and by �-partitioning eah blok of type m into m retangles. This way we will useN(T ) + 1 retangles.5.1 Minimal Weight of SThis whole subsetion is to prove



Lemma 6. In the algorithm the subarray S of type T that has to be extendedhas weight greater than N(T ) + 12From Lemma 2 we haveFat 3 The minimal weight of a blok of type tm is greater than m+ 32 .In the following fats and lemmas we will assume that S0 is a subarray of Sthat has to be extended by the algorithm.Fat 4 The weight of a subarray S0 of type tmt is greater than 1 + 2d ��12d�m �m+ 1.Proof. The minimal weight of S0 is equal to the minimal weight of an (m+ 1)-diÆult subarray having omplexity 2d and thus by Lemma 2 it is greater than1+2d ��12d�m and the inequality 1+2d d=22d�m � m+1 implies d2� 2dm+m2 � 0:Next we prove a tehnial lemma that will prove very useful and will meanthat often a large linear program desribing the weight of a diÆult subarrayan be deomposed into smaller linear programs.Lemma 7. If we have a blok of type tm and it ontains one element e havingvalue b that does not oinide with the enter and m � 3, then the minimalweight of suh a blok is greater than b+1+ (2d� 1) ��12d�m . In other words, it isgreater than the minimal weight of a blok of type tm plus b.Proof. The linear program from Lemma 2 has the same solution as the followinglinear programminimize s+Ppi=1 xisubjet to s � 1s+ xi mod p + xi+1 mod p + xi+2 mod p + : : :+ xi+p�m mod p � �for 1 � i � pIt means that if the vetors to whih the above p inequalities orrespond ut o�retangles that do not ontain element e, then the lemma is proved. Sine e doesnot oinide with the enter, for eah i, either ei < i or ei > i, whih meansthat a vetor v uts o� a retangle that ontains e i� for eah i it holds: vi = 2 or(vi = 1 and ei > i) or (vi = �1 and ei < i). This in turn means that there existd satellites of the enter denoted by some variables xi1 ; : : : ; xid suh that vetorv uts o� a retangle that ontains an element e i� the retangle ut o� by thisv ontains all these d satellites. Therefore if no inequality in the linear programontains all the variables that represent those onrete d satellites, we are done.If we have a blok of type tm and m � 3, then its omplexity is p = 2d � 1and p�m+ 1 = 2d�m � 2d� 3, whih means that no inequality in the abovelinear program ontains all the variables x1; x3; x5; : : : ; x2d�1. Therefore we anrename the variables xi so that a vetor v uts o� a retangle that ontains e i�it uts o� a retangle that ontains satellites denoted by x1; x3; x5; : : : ; x2d�1.



Lemma 8. The weight of a subarray S0 of type tm1 tm2, suh that m2 � 3 isgreater than the minimal weight of tm1t plus the minimal weight of tm2 andthus it is greater than m1 +m2 + 32 .Proof. We use 2 variables for the enter and 2d+2d� 1 variables that representthe satellites of the enters. One satellite of the enter of tm1t is ontainedin the subarray tm2, however it does not oinide with the enter of tm2 andone satellite of the enter of tm2 falls in the subarray tm1t and also it doesnot oinide with the enter of tm1t. Thus by Lemma 7 the linear programsonneted with these two subarrays an be onsidered separately and thus theminimal weight of S is greater than the sum of the solutions of these linearprograms.Similarly we an proveLemma 9. For m1;m2 � 3, the weight of a subarray S0 of type m1 t m2 isgreater than m1 +m2 + 1.From Lemmas 8 and 9 we getLemma 10. If the subarray S0 has type T = �1m1 �2 m2 : : : �k mk and eahmi � 3, then the weight of S0 is greater than N(T ) + 12 .To �nish the proof of Lemma 7, we need to show it is also true if S ontainsm-sheets suh that m � 2. It is done by enumerating the inequalities that thelinear program ontains and proving dual programming that the sum of thevariables is minimized when all of them are satis�ed with equality.The immediate orollary of Lemma 6 isCorollary 2. In the algorithm eah S that we enounter that is not ended witha omplex subarray has weight at least N(T ).Proof. If S is a simple blok, then its weight is at least N(T ). If S onsists ofmore bloks, then it has the form S0B and S0 was relegated for an extension bythe algorithm. Thus by Lemma 6 the weight of S0 is greater than N(T 0)+ 12 andthe weight of a blok of type m is at least m and of a blok of type tm greaterthan m+ 12 .This means that if we want to well �-partition S, we an use N(T ) retangles.Lemma 11. A subarray of type m that is ontained in S an be �-partitionedinto m retangles.Proof. If it annot be �-partitioned into m retangles, then it is m-diÆult andthen the weight of S is at least N(T ) + 1.Lemma 12. If in S there exists a subarray of type m that an be �-partitionedinto m� 1 retangles or a subarray of type mt that an be �-partitioned into mretangles, then S an be partitioned into N(T ) retangles.
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